GARRITAN CLASSIC PIPE ORGANS™ INSTRUMENTS

ORGANS AND STOPS:

RENAISSANCE PIPE ORGAN
Gothic Blockwerk Stop, Diapason 8’, Stopped Flutes 8’ 4’, Quintadena 8’ 4’, Renaissance 8’ 4’, Pleno Combination, Ripieno Combination, Bass Combination, Renaissance Organ Blower Noise

BAROQUE PIPE ORGAN
Flauto Octava 4’ 2’, Principal 4’, Copula Major 8’, Forte Combination, Plenum plus Reed, Ripieno Combination, Baroque Organ Blower Noise

CLASSICAL PIPE ORGAN (Late Baroque)
Flute 8’, Strings 8’ 4’, Forte 8’ 4’ 2’, Principal 8’, Quintadena 8’, Pleno Combination, Forte Pedal, Pleno Pedal, Classical Organ Blower Noise

ROMANTIC PIPE ORGAN
Clarinet 8’, Gamba 8’, Harmonic Flute 1 8’, Harmonic Flute 2 8’, Fortissimo 8’, Forte Combination, Pianissimo Combination, Strings Combination, Tutti Combination, Romantic Organ Blower Noise

MODERN PIPE ORGAN 1

MODERN PIPE ORGAN 2
GARRITAN CLASSIC PIPE ORGANS™ INSTRUMENTS

ORGAN SPECIAL EFFECTS

RENAISSANCE PIPE ORGAN
Film score space, large cathedral, symphonic concert hall, traditional symphonic concert hall

BAROQUE PIPE ORGAN
Chapel, church, concert hall, large cathedral, small chamber space, symphonic concert hall

CLASSICAL PIPE ORGAN (late Baroque)
Chapel, film score space, large cathedral, symphonic concert hall

ROMANTIC PIPE ORGAN
Large Cathedral, small chamber space, symphonic concert hall, traditional symphonic concert hall

MODERN PIPE ORGAN 1
Film score space, modern symphonic hall, large cathedral, small chamber space, small orchestral hall

MODERN PIPE ORGAN 2
Large cathedral, small orchestra hall, symphonic concert hall, underground cave